
Camera locations  

Camera #1:  strap camera to existing cherry tree or use a T-post. Location of camera is 0.1 miles 

north of Lacy Rd on Badger Ridge Bike Trail 

Camera #2:  place camera on cherry tree or use a T-post. Location would be 0.1 mile north of 

Marketplace Dr on Badger Ridge Bike Trail 

Camera #3:  place camera on autumn olive tree or use a T-post. Location is on Badger Ridge 

Bike Trail 0.23 miles south of bike/foot bridge 

Camera #4:  place camera on concrete lightpost #L412A (fourth lightpost on SW Bike Path south 

of southside feeder road to Verona Rd) 

Camera #5:  place camera on concrete lightpost #L429M (second lightpost on SW Bike Path 

south of Hammersley St. and next to Brunsell Lumber) 

Camera #6:  place camera on lightpost #570 (third pole on SW Bike Path west of Midvale Blvd.) 

Camera #7:  place camera on lightpost #584 (first lightpost on SW Bike Path west of Odana Rd) 

Camera #8:  place camera on lightpost #598 (lightpost on SW Bike Path 0.2 miles east of 

Glenway) 

Camera #9:  place camera on lightpost #614 (first lightpost on SW Bike Path east of 

Commonwealth Ave.) 

Camera #10:  place camera on lightpost #629 (first lightpost on SW bike path west of Breese 

Terrace) 

Camera #11:  place camera on first lightpost east of Mills St. on south side of UW Lot #45 

(Alternative location is pole #C34 in UW Lot 45 on north side of lot, second pole east of Mills 

St.) 

Camera #12:  place camera on lightpost at Main St and SW Bike Path 

(Alternatively, place camera on maple tree on boulevard about 30 feet south of lightpost) 

Camera #13:  place camera on tree on Capital grounds (This will be the center of each gradient) 

Camera #14:  place camera on first light post on Capital City Bike Path east of Blount St 

Camera #15:  place camera on one of the ash trees along E. Wilson St. 

Camera #16:  place camera first lightpost in grassy boulevard bordering Capital City Bike Trail 

east of First St 

Camera #17:  place camera on lightpost on Captial City Bike Trail 0.06 miles west of Cowry St. 

Camera #18:  place camera on lightpost along Starkweather Creek Bike Trail (first lightpost on 

Starkweather Creek Bike Trail south of Darbo Rd) 



Camera #19:  place camera on lightpost just east of Starkweather Creek Bike Trail foot/bike 

bridge and immediately west of path that extends from Melvin Ct. cul-de-sac 

Camera #20:  place camera on lightpost along Starkweather Creek Bike Path just west of 

foot/bike bridge and north of MATC parking lot 

Camera #21:  strap camera to one of the trees in the grove of trees on the southeast section of 

Reindahl Park 

Camera #22:  strap camera to a boulevard tree along Portage Rd and just north of Melody Lane 

Camera #23:  strap camera to a boulevard tree along Portage Rd and just south of Village Lane 

Camera #24:  strap camera to a boulevard tree along Eastpark Blvd. 

Camera #25:  strap camera on a tree along walking path at American Family 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


